
After Ireland created a 15-cent 
charge per plastic bag in 2002, 
bag consumption dropped by 90%

GREEN
FACT!

� Highly durable and will not rust or dent

� Openings can be customized to fit your program

� 1 easy to empty liner (32 gallons)

� Built-in lock for added security

� Deflectors prevent cross-contamination and the slanted back  

  prevents rainflow from entering unit

� Create a unique look with interchangeable doors

� Weighted base keeps unit stable and stationary

Your perfect choice for one stream collection outdoors! Whether it be 

recyclables or waste, this is the container you need. It's ideal for high-traffic 

areas and offers the best of the best when it comes to function and style. 

Rotationally molded for added durability, and lockable double-walled 

front door ensures that servicing this unit is a breeze for years to come. 

The Uptown consists of one 32 gallon liner, designed to fit inside 

the unit perfectly. Built-in deflectors ensure a clean sort, preventing 

cross-contamination, while the angled surface of the unit directs rain water 

away from the front of the container. This design also eliminates users 

from leaving material on top of the container, ensuring a clean surface.

MOVE YOUR RECYCLING PROGRAM UPTOWN
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FEATURES:

32 GALLON

Optional labels available
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SPECIFICATIONS:

� Capacity: 32 Gallon

� Dimensions: 211/4”D x 23”W x 451/16”H

� Weight: 55 lbs

� Material: HDP & LLDPE

� Accessories: Graphics, labels, ground mounting kits,

   custom stamped ID plates

PALLET SHIPPING:

� 8 per pallet (boxed)

� Pallet weight: 440 lbs

� Pallet dimensions: 48”D x 48”W x 99”H

SANDSTONE GREYSTONE MILLSTONE

STOCK COLORS:

UPS SHIPPING:

� No. per carton: 1

� Carton weight: ___ lbs

� Size of carton: 2111/16”D x 2211/16”W x 457/16”H

COLORS:

� Custom colors available, minimum order of 50 units

32 gallon liner

32 GALLON

VARIETY OF LID OPENINGS & STAMPING OPTIONS

100% CUSTOMIZABLE

451/16”H

Built-in-lock


